Imagine

Early Years Of John Winston Ono Lennon

Not until one is really prepared to look at and makes a study of the amazing peacework John
Winston Ono Lennon performed through out his short life as he evolved from basically a
neglected abandoned orphan in the occasional care of his Aunt Mimi does one begins to
wonder just how the mind of man develops considering we are all unique individuals.

John Winston Ono Lennon was an enlightened soul freed from dysfunctional bondage which
often traps us in multiple forms of dependency and attachment.

Such a beautiful sensitive knowing soul living on with us through his courage and music to free
the wold of bondage and greed.

A Beautiful boy

In the documentary The U.S. vs. John Lennon we are given a very interesting overview of the
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patriarchal domination and corruption of the order of the world according to the disgraced US
president Richard Nixon who history has shown obviously would go to any length to hold power.

Seems as though the identical situation is occurring now as we approach the 2008 Beijing
Olympics as China's wicked oppression of its people is receiving some exposure in the
international media, however very little will change as the great martyrs of the world have
proved since time began. They have all been shot or crucified for the cause.

Such is the shame ridden and fear blinded world in which many remain imprisoned.In saying
many remain imprisoned I mean mentally, emotionally, physically and spiritually and
psychologically imprisoned because we have unconsciously developed a natural personality or
set of fear motivated behavioural practices, both conscious and unconscious, setting up an ever
vigilant arousal to any perceived danger as we have needed to protect our self from very very
early child hood traumatic wounding.

Many people do actually believe they have to fight to stay alive. Fight to accumulate, to fearfully
protect, to keep, their valueless toys, and egotistically held possessions of status.

That is so so sad. So so sad. When there is more than enough to go around for all.

In recent years forllowing the events of 9;11 the war on terror has been deliberately promoted to
heighten that state of fear in the community as it is much much easier to control and direct a
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terrorfied mob.

One only need look at Sydneys 2007 APEC fiasco to see what the war on terror team of Bush
and Howard set up to see the farce in their play. ABC "The Chaser" and some bare bottom
protesters admirable exposed thisgrand stae of political psychopathy.

WE COULD POSSIBLY ASK CAN THEY GET AWAY WITH THESE LIES "BECAUSE
THERE ARE TOO MANY RABBITS IN CHINA"?

Such as that now famous commercial illistrated when the little boy asked his Dad such a simple
question about the Great Wall of China.

Here we make a 180 degree reflection to the psychological power elite. They "set the little
children up" by knowingly and deliberately telling the children and the gullible travellers lies.

Absolute lies, such as "I did not have intimate sexual relations with that woman." I was advised
the children were thrown overboard."

John Winston Ono Lennon life is a wonderful model for us to study in this reguard. John
became a wise individual early in life simply to survive, due to absence of parental influence he
was able to see through the delusion, asked questions and painted truthful pictures with music
and his no nonsense, telling, lyrics.

Rip van Winkle of the 1970's and here we are 40 years on still asleep and still warring in 2008.

John Lennon was basically abandoned by his parents and virtually raised himself with the
support of his Aunty Mimi.
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In the documentary US verses John Lennon he refers to his being different, and people just
"did not like his face", "he had a face that people just did not like". "He was thrown out of every
school" and when he was challenging the US courts he said he felt just as he did when he was
being "hauled up before the head master, only this time they don't hit you with the cane".

So John saw the world through a different dimension, an entirely different artistic dimension
where he and Yoko became the live artists and similar to Gandhi they recognised that fighting
could be done passively, artistically.

So they went to bed for press interviews, or hid behind a big cloth bag and still the media
frenzied for a story. The media of the day missed the point to a greater degree preferring to
remain locked into the deluded consciousness of smiling as they killed just as they continue to
do with Princess Dianna who is actually dead but like John and Yoko here work lives on and on
and on. They were treated as a joke, but now the joke is on me.

John and Yoko were just too brilliant for the Richard Nixon's malicious confederation of war
mongering industrialist backers and bankers who recognised that John and Yoko were making
progress with the worlds youth and the youth were listening and demanding attention so John
Lennon had to go along with John F Kennedy, his Brother, and John Kennedy Junior, along with
Martin Luther King's dream for a free and numerous peace nicks.

Now we see Pope Benedict making his way to Australia for a world youth conference in Sydney
in the hope that youth will be able to be captured to faith and release themselves from the
imprisonment of the Caesars tax collectors who continue to run and dominate the planet with
their fiduciary trickery and white doves, the means by which the world is held captive in financial
imprisonment, as they forever feather interest rates to keep the imaginary bird "in flight".

The great bird of prey has been the American eagle which now appears to be aging and tiring
some with the rise of other financially feathered symbols in lions, tigers, elephants, sacred cows
and the continuing re-awakening of spiritual consciousness so that if we change the way we
look at things the things we look at may change.
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All we are saying is give peace a chance.

PEACE NOW IF WE WANT IT

When we discover this reality in new awareness and mindful consciousness in our own mind
and body we are able to release ourselves from our own psychological prison and we can have
that peace of mind now, if we want it.

We simply need to recognise that there is no need to fight any longer, we are safe and not
going to be hurt or wounded and this is why John Lennon became so apparently childish and
began to play genius games which at the time were way beyond the minds of the people
imagination.

He did sing imagine to us and he did sing lots of other very simple songs like I want to hold your
hand and take you down to Strawberry Fields forever. When he sang beautiful boy he was
singing to his own son and inner beautiful self which his psyche left hidden deep within his
being where he would not be hurt or wounded because the pain was too great to bare.

It was Yoko Ono's imaginary brilliance which found it's way into John Lennon's heart and
gradually allowed the opening of his protecting defenders so that all of the real John could be
seen and come out and play and be real.

Imagine
Imagine there's no heaven, it's easy if you try,
No hell below us, above us only sky,
Imagine all the people, living for today.
Imagine there's no countries, it isn't hard to do,
Nothing to kill or die for, and no religion too,
Imagine all the people, living life in peace.
You may say I'm a dreamer, but I'm not the only one,
I hope someday you'll join us, and the world will be as one.
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Imagine no possessions, I wonder if you can,
No need for greed or hunger, a brotherhood of man,
Imagine all the people, sharing all the world.
You may say I'm a dreamer, but I'm not the only one,
I hope someday you'll join us, and the world will live as one.

Peace is an inside Job

Woman video by John Lennon

Many boys and girls have been left without a "Yoko Ono" in their life to help bring the wounded
traumatised child back to complete consciousness of self and sadly they become swallowed up
by the delusive competitive need to survive in a brutal abusive society so they continue on in
the slaughter house of commerce knowing full well there is room at the top if you are prepared
to smile as you kill as Richard Nixon, George Bush or in Australia John Winston Howard and
the Hardy company were and are prepared to do.

Fortunately love favours the brave and two out of the three of these infamous tools of
commerce have fallen upon their own pettard already as a breath of fresh air moves through the
world since we have accepted the treality of global suffocation at the hands of these
psychopathic monsters who have held the reins for the past 2000 years

However the fools on the hill are being progressively exposed with their smiling as they kill
innocent children and John Lennon's music plays on forever with a new release due out on
July 15 2008.

Quote of the month
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- Taken from Learning and Applying the Principles of Love

1 - Can you imagine for a moment what the common man's thinking was several centuries
ago when enslaving humans was a practice so common in some countries that no one
was giving it any second thought?
2 - Never in their wildest dreams could the slaves believe that, one day, their descendants
would live free and that one of their kin would be considered a leader of such
charisma and intelligence that he could soon become the president of one of the
most powerful countries on Earth. And yet, such a dream has come to pass...
3 - Can you also imagine for a moment what the common's man thinking was a mere
hundred years ago when half of the world's population was considered so unworthy
and inferior, because they were female, that they didn't even have the right to vote?
4 - Never in their wildest dreams could the women of a century ago believe that, one day,
their daughters and grand daughters would become equal citizens endowed with the
same rights and benefiting from the same opportunities as men, and that several of
them would have become powerful leaders in every field of human activities, heads of
states and perhaps even president of one of the most powerful countries on Earth.
And yet, such a dream has come to pass...
5 - Can you imagine now what the common man's thinking is today regarding the seeming
inevitability of war and violence perpetrated by humans against other humans and
nature as something that will never change, like a never-ending plague that befalls
humanity beyond its control?
6 - Never in our wildest dreams can we believe that, one day, no longer raising one's
hand to hurt or kill another being will be tolerated nor even be thinkable.
7 - And yet, such a dream is soon coming to pass...
Feeling Stuck in a Rut

Carol and Rod are very pleased to be able to offer an opportunity to help let you become free of
some of life's burdens and worries. We do so in Hakomi Counselling and psychotherapy, so if
you feel trapped or stuck in your rut and feeling as if life's pressures are getting you down then
maybe we will be able to help you to imagine and open up another way of seeing the situation
from the other side of your psyche's wall of consciousness .

As John Winston Ono Lennon recommended it's easy if you try.

The full John Winston Ono Lennon at http://www.john-lennon.com/bio.htm
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